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Abstract:- Online learning algorithmes often have to operate in the presence of concept drifts. A recent study 

revealed that different diversity levels in an ensemble of learning machines are required in order to maintain high 

generalization on both old and new concepts. Inspired by this study and based on a further study of diversity with 

different strategies to deal with drifts, so propose a new online ensemble learning approach called Diversity for 

Dealing with Drifts (DDD).DDD maintains ensembles with different diversity levels and is able to attain better 

accuracy than other approaches. Furthermore, it is very robust, outperforming other drift handling approaches in 

terms of accuracy when there are false positive drift detections. It is always performed at least as well as 

other drift handling approaches under various conditions, with very few exceptions. Presents an analysis of low 

and high diversity ensembles combined with different strategies to deal with concept drift and proposes a new 

approach (DDD) to handle drifts. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 Online learning has been showing to be very useful for a growing number of applications in which 

training data are available continuously in time (streams of data) and or there are time and space constraints 

[4]. 

 The work describe is motivated by the belief that successfully being able to capture a new ensemble 

approach of learning diversity for dealing with concept drift effectively [8],[9],[15][16]. This will lead to 

increase scope of problem to which random direction mobility model is applied. Examples of such applications 

are industrial process control, computer security, intelligent user interfaces, market-basket analysis, 

information filtering, and prediction of conditional branch outcomes in microprocessors. Several definitions of 

online learning can be found in the literature. In this work, adopt the definition that online learning algorithms 

process each training example once “on arrival,” without the need for storage or reprocessing [2].  

 In this way, they take as input a single training example as well as a hypothesis and output an updated 

hypothesis [3]. Now consider online learning as a particular case of incremental learning. The latter term refers 

to learning machines that are also used to model continuous processes, but process incoming data in chunks, 

instead of having to process each training example separately. Ensembles of classifiers have been successfully 

used to improve the accuracy of single classifiers in online and incremental learning However, online 

environments are often nonstationary and the variables to be predicted by the learning machine may change 

with time (concept drift) [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. For example, in an information filtering system, the users 

may change their subjects of interest with time. So, learning machines used to model these environments 

should be able to adapt quickly and accurately to possible changes. 

 The study of reveals that different levels of ensemble diversity are required before and after a drift in 

order to obtain better generalization on the new concept[10]. However, even though diversity by itself can help 

to improve generalization right after the beginning of a drift, it does not provide a faster recovery from drift in 

long term. So, additional strategies with different levels of diversity are necessary to better handle drifts. This 

paper provides an analysis of different strategies to be used with diversity, which are then combined into a new 

approach to deal with drifts. In all the experimental comparisons we have carried out, the proposed approach 

always performed at least as well as other drift handling approaches under various conditions, with very few 

exceptions. 

 A recent study revealed that different diversity levels in an ensemble of learning machines are 

required in order to maintain high generalization on both old and new concepts. Inspired by this study and 

based on a further study of diversity with different strategies to deal with drifts, we propose a new online 

ensemble learning approach called  
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Diversity for Dealing with Drifts (DDD) [8]. DDD maintains ensembles with different diversity levels and is 

able to attain better accuracy than other approaches. Furthermore, it is very robust, outperforming other drift 

handling approaches in terms of accuracy when there are false positive drift detections [8] 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 There are many approaches proposed to handle concept drift . So most of these incremental 

learning approaches [9],.The online learning algorithms which handle concept drift can be divided into 

two groups: approaches which use a mechanism to detect drifts [8], [13]. Both of them handle drifts 

based directly or indirectly on the accuracy of the current classifiers. The former approaches use some 

measure related to the accuracy to detect drifts. They usually discard the current system and create a 

new one after a drift is detected and/or confirmed. 

 In this way, they can have quick response to drifts, as long as the drifts are detected early. It is 

based on the idea that the distance between two consecutive errors increases when a stable concept is 

being learned. An example of drift detection method is the one used by the approach presented in [13]. 

So, the distance is monitored and, if it reduces considerably according to a predefined constant which 

we call ᵞ in this paper, it is considered that there is a concept drift. The approach presented to handle 

concept drift in [13] is called Early Drift Detection Method.  

 That different diversity levels are required before and after a drift in order to improve 

generalization on the old or new concepts and concludes that diversity by itself can help to reduce the 

initial increase in error caused by a drift, but does not provide a faster recovery from drifts in long term.  

In online learning, an example of how to explicitly encourage more or less diversity in an ensemble is by 

using a modified version of online bagging [2], [10].  The original online bagging is based on the fact 

that, when the number of training examples tends to 1 in offline bagging, each base learner hm contains 

K copies of each original training example d, where the distribution of K tends to a Poisson (1) 

distribution. [3] So, in online bagging, whenever a training example is available, it is presented K times 

for each base learner hm, where K is drawn from a Poisson (1) distribution. The classification is done by 

unweighted majority vote, as in offline bagging. 

 
 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 
3.1 Proposed Framework 

 The proposed system framework is an enhancement to techniques introduced in [1].The main motive of 

proposed system is to improve learning of diversity for dealing with concept drift. This helps user to make DDD 

is accurate both in the presence and in the absence of drift. The main advantage of proposed system is its user-

friendly interface.  

 Input Design is the process of converting a user-oriented description of the input into a computer-based 

system. This design is important to avoid errors in the data input process and show the correct direction to the 

management for getting correct information from the computerized system. 

 It is achieved by creating user-friendly screens for the data entry to handle large volume of data. The 

goal of designing input is to make data entry easier and to be free from errors. The data entry screen is designed 

in such a way that all the data manipulates can be performed. It also provides record viewing facilities. 

 

 
Fig 1. Block Diagram 
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When the data is entered it will check for its validity. Data can be entered with the help of screens. Appropriate 

messages are provided as when needed so that the user will not be in maize of instant. Thus the objective of 

input design is to create an input layout that is easy to follow. 

 

3.2 Detail of System Mode  

In this section we will study details of proposed methods or techniques. A new ensemble approach for dealing 

with concept drift consists of the following modules.  

1) Data Conversion: 

Data Conversion is the process of converting the dataset of  to our database using specialized splitting 

process.The Dataset is entirely converted as fields in our database in order to freely access the information 

regarding the database. Whereas the database contains information on required parameters. Such as: 

Duration, Protocol Type, Service, Flag, Source Bytes, and Destination Bytes.  

2) Protocol View: 

The protocol view module can be used to view the protocol and its total records from the KDD99Cup.This 

dataset already extracted and stored in the database. Here 3 protocols are available. Such as, TCP / IP, UDP 

and IMCP 

3) Prequential Accuracy: 

The prequential accuray module consists of the following sub modules.Such as, Online Bagging R2L, U2R 

and Probe 

Online Bagging is a well-known ensemble learning method which is used to improving generalization 

performance.R2L is anunautherized access from a remote machine. U2R is an unauthorized access from a 

local super user. Probe is used to learning something about the state of the network. 

4) DDD Description: 

DDD operates in two modes: prior to drift detection and after drift detection. We chose to use a drift 

detection method, instead of treating drifts implicitly, because it allows immediate treatment of drifts once 

they are detected. So, if the parameters of the drift detection method are tuned to detect drifts the earliest 

possible and the approach is designed to be robust to false alarms, we can obtain fast adaptation to new 

concepts. 

 

3.3 Algorithm: 
DDD (Algorithm 1): 
 It’s operates in two modes: prior to drift detection and after drift detection. We chose to use a drift 
detection method, instead of treating drifts implicitly, because it allows immediate treatment of drifts once they 
are detected [1]. So, if the parameters of the drift detection method are tuned to detect drifts the earliest possible 
and the approach is designed to be robust to false alarms, we can obtain fast adaptation to new concepts. 
Inputs:  
 multiplier constant W for the weight of the old low diversity ensemble; 
 online ensemble learning algorithm Ensemble Learning; 
 parameters for ensemble learning with low diversity pl and high diversity ph; 
 drift detection method Detect Drift; 
 parameters for drift detection method pd; 
 data stream D; 

 

Mode ← before drift,   

hnl then new ensemble  / * new low diversity * / 

hnh then new ensemble  / * new high diversity * /  

hol tends to hoh tend to  null  / * old low and high diversity * / accol tends to accoh  tends to accnl tends to accnh 

tends to 0       

 / * accuracies * /  

stdol tends to stdoh tends to stdnl tends to stdnhtends to 0  

/* standard deviations */ 

While true do d then next example from D  

if mode == before drift then prediction tends to  hnl(d). 

sumacc tends to accnl + accol * W + accoh,wnl equal to accnl/sumacc. 

 

wol equal  to accol * W/sumacc,   

woh tends to accoh/sumacc, 
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Prediction tends to WeightedMajority(hnl(d),  

hol(d),hoh(d), wnl, wol, woh). 

 

Update (accnl, stdnl, hnl, d) 

Update (accol, stdol, hol, d) 

Update (accoh, stdoh, hoh, d) 

 

End if  drift  tends to  DetectDrift(hnl, d, pd) 

if drift == true then 

if mode == before drift OR (mode == after drift AND accnl>accoh) then,  

 

hol tends to  hnl else hol tends to hoh  end if  

 hoh tends to hnh,  hnl tends to new ensemble,   

hnh tends to new ensemble,  

  

accol tends to accoh tends to  accnl tends to  accnh  tends to 0 

stdol tends to  stdoh tends to stdnl  tends to  stdnh  tends to  0, mode  tends to after drift end if. 

If mode == after drift then 

 

If accnl>accoh AND accnl>accol then mode tends to before drift  

else if accoh - stdoh>accnl + stdnl AND accoh - stdoh>accol +   stdol then  

 hnl tends to hohaccnl  tends to accoh mode tends to before drift end if 

 

EnsembleLearning(hnl; d; pl) 

EnsembleLearning(hnh; d; ph) 

if mode == after drift then 

EnsembleLearning(hol; d; pl) 

EnsembleLearning(hoh; d; pl) 

end if 

Output: hnl; hol; hoh; wnl; wol; woh, prediction 

 

IV. RESULTS 
 Data Conversion is the process of converting the dataset of to our database using specialized splitting 

process. The Dataset is entirely converted as fields in our database in order to freely access the information 

regarding the database. Whereas the database contains information on required parameters required. 

The protocol view module can be used to view the protocol and its total records from the Dataset. This dataset 

already extracted and stored in the database. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 It is presents an analysis of low and high diversity ensembles combined with different strategies to deal 

with concept drift and proposes a new approach (DDD) to handle drifts. The analysis shows that different 

diversity levels obtain the best prequential accuracy depending on the type of drift. It also shows that it is 

possible to use information learned from the old concept in order to aid the learning of the new concept, by 

training ensembles which learned the old concept with high diversity, using low diversity on the new concept. 

Such ensembles are able to outperform new ensembles created from scratch after the beginning of the drift, 

especially when the drift has low severity and high speed, and soon after the beginning of medium or low speed 

drifts. DDD maintains ensembles with different diversity levels, exploiting the advantages of diversity to handle 

drifts and using information from the old concept to aid the learning of the new concept. It has better accuracy 

than EDDM mainly when the drifts have low severity or low speed, due to the use of ensembles with different 

diversity levels. DDD has also considerably good robustness to false alarms. When they occur, its accuracy is 

better than EDDM’s also during stable concepts due to the use of old ensembles. Besides, DDD’s accuracy is 

almost always higher than DWM’s, both during stable concept and after drifts. So, DDD is accurate both in the 

presence and in the absence of drifts 
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